Computational Modelling of Trust and Social Relationships

Abstract

A computational model for the development of social relationships is described. The model implements agent strategies for social interaction based on Dunbar's Social Brain Hypothesis (SBH). A trust related process controls the formation and decay of relationships as a function of interaction frequency, the history of interaction, and the agents' strategies. A good fit the SBH predictions was found across a range of model parameter settings, which varied the waning rate of trust, defect/cooperation rates for agents, and linear/log functions for trust increase and decay. Social interaction strategies which favour interacting with existing strong ties or a time variant strategy produced more SBH conformant results than strategies favour more weaker relationships. The prospects for modeling the emergence of social relationships are discussed.
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Introduction

1.1 Numerous computational models of social behaviour have been developed that focus on cooperation and the evolution of altruism (Nowak & Sigmund 2005, Janssen 2006); and on swarm intelligence and coordination in social behaviour (Bonabeau et al. 1999). However, models of the cognitive processes underlying social behaviour are less common. Social network models embed agents with limited causal theories for their behaviour, although these are usually encoded as rules, reasoning over agents' states and attributes (Gilbert & Tritsch z 2005). In this paper we extend the genre of social network models by investigating how a causal mechanism of trust can lead to the formation and maintenance of social relationships.

1.2 The focus of this modelling is to explore the causal processes underlying Dunbar's Social Brain Hypothesis (Dunbar 1996, 1998), which is an evolutionary social psychological theory that proposes that humans form relationships with different layers of intimacy from very best friends to close and then casual friends. Dunbar's theory rests on a cross-species comparison using behaviour and palaeontological evidence to hypothesise how complex social structures of friendships arose in social mammals, primates and man (Dunbar 1993, 2003). It does not, however, give any current-day, cognitive account about why social structures emerge from human behaviour. This paper explores that gap.

1.3 The Social Brain Hypothesis (SBH: Dunbar 1996, 1998) is an exemplar evolutionary psychology theory, since it synthesises evidence from the fossil record with studies of current human social behaviour within a primate-wide cognitive context (Dunbar 1993). Based on a general relationship for social group size and brain volume in primates, SBH predicts a typical group (or community) size for humans of 150 individuals (Dunbar 1996).

1.4 Different intimacy levels emerge from the fact that social time is inevitably limited (Lu et al. 2009), creating a selection pressure that might favour individuals focusing their social interactions on a few more intense relationships at the expense of many, more diffuse ones. In humans, the innermost two layers have been identified as the support clique (Dunbar & Spoors 1995, Dunbar & Stiller 2007) and the sympathy group (Buys & Larson 1979, Dunbar & Stiller 2007), followed by an affinity group of 50 and an active network of 150 individuals. These groupings have been shown to represent natural disjunctions in both the level of intimacy between ego and alter and the frequency with which they interact (Hill & Dunbar 2003, Roberts et al. 2009).

1.5 If the tenets of SBH are true, evolution should have produced a predisposition towards structuring human relationships in layers of decreasing intimacy. Furthermore, it must be acting through a cognitive mechanism that might generate such a distribution of relationships within an individual's lifetime. We argue that trust provides a suitable candidate mechanism, since trust in a cornerstone in friendships and the formation of relationships. Dunbar's Social Brain Hypothesis is a leading evolutionary psychological theory explaining the evolution of human social structure. The social layers of increasing intimacy hypothesis is also supported by the literature in the psychology of friendship (Hays 1989, Wellman et al 2006); however, no mechanism describing how such layers might arise has been proposed. Since trust has been implicated in development of cooperation and social relationships (Ostrom 2002), this motivated the social trust simulation reported in this paper.

1.6 In this paper we explore the formation of trust in relationships as a candidate mechanism since trust has been acknowledged as a major influence on the strength of friendship (Hays 1985, Ostrom 2002, Oswald et al. 2004). The focus is on modelling the development of relationships in ego networks rather than complete social networks. First, a model of trust formation in relationships is proposed. This is then implemented in software to test the assumptions underlying the model and investigate the conditions under which trust might create relationships at different levels of intimacy. The paper concludes with a discussion of the computational trust model as a mechanism for studying social relationship formation and regulation.

Trust as a Mechanism for Social Relationships

2.1 Theories and studies of human friendship (Brown & Brown 2006, Hays 1985, Oswald et al. 2004) note the importance of reciprocity and the exchange of benevolent acts in building social relationships and, implicitly, trust. Empirical studies of friendship (Hays 1985, 1989, Oswald et al. 2004) point to the advantage of investing in fewer, more intimate relationships. When collaborations persist in groups, mutual trust will develop between individuals, leading to reliance on each other for help, emotional support and companionship (Baumeister & Leary 1995).

2.2 McCabe (2002) argued that trust evoked to enhance collaboration through improved ability to assess trustworthiness and detect deceit in social interactions. Communication certainly increases cooperation and trust in social dilemma games (Cook & Cooper 2002, Ostrom 2002). As more evidence accrues through repeated interaction, trust may change from 'calculative mode' in which an individual's trustworthiness is assessed on limited evidence to relational trust based on social experience.

2.3 Computer simulations of repeated prisoner's dilemma games have demonstrated that cooperative strategies will spread in populations when histories of interactions are accessible (Nowak & Sigmund 2005). Furthermore, Roberts and Renwick (2003) demonstrated in both experimental studies and computer simulations of indirect reciprocity that the reputation of actors based on histories of collaboration is important for relationship formation and encourages the spread of cooperative strategies. However simulations of cooperative behaviour do not account for the development of social relationships that cross over of range of interactions in extended time periods.

2.4 We propose that trust not only facilitates collaboration but also underpins the formation and maintenance of social relationships. Trust may give rise to SBH relationship layers via an affect component that reinforces attachment in relationships. If individuals interact socially and collaborate over an extended period of time, the level of mutual trust should increase to the stage where emotion (i.e. pleasure in the alter's company) becomes more important than the rewards of collaboration. The interaction between trust and relationships is summarised in Figure 1, showing three theoretical scenarios of trust formation for each SBH relationship type, assuming different distributions of social interaction. The upper line (strong ties) shows trust developing to a plateau as the law of diminishing returns applies. In Figure 1, crosses indicate non-cooperative behaviour by the alter agent, and strong ties are relatively
immune to such events, modelling the intuition of forgiving the transgression of best friends. Trust between the focal agent and the alter agent is decreased by non-cooperative behaviour; however, this effect is modulated by a log function. The second line for medium ties does not reach the level of deep trust, hence trust is influenced more strongly by negative and positive interactions, as illustrated by the sine wave perturbations.

Figure 1. Development and decay of trust over time, illustrating strong, medium and weak tie scenarios with different rates of interaction and decay from neglect and/or non-cooperative responses

2.5 The strong ties trajectory assumes that many social interactions in a relatively short time period increases trust and intimacy. Intimate relationships pass through an affect threshold whereby relationship maintenance is governed by emotion/pleasure in the alter’s company; hence, less cognitive resource needs to be devoted to relationship maintenance. These strong ties may be more resistant to non-cooperative responses, reflecting the intuition that best friends/partners are given the benefit of the doubt when interpreting non-cooperative responses. However, if non-cooperative events from the alter persist, or no cooperative interactions reinforce the relationship, even strong ties will decay.

2.6 In the medium ties scenario, there are fewer cooperative interactions, or interactions are spread over a longer time period, hence trust develops at a lower level and does not reach the affect threshold. Medium ties will therefore be more susceptible to defect responses, illustrated by the sine wave time-course showing conflicting influences of cooperative and non-cooperative behaviour by the alter. As with strong ties, if interaction ceases or non-cooperative responses continue, the relationship will wane.

2.7 Finally, weak ties assume a low level of interaction, and similar susceptibility to negative interactions; however, given the low level of trust the effect of lack of reinforcement or non-cooperative response is termination of the relationship.

2.8 All relationships need positive interactions for maintenance, and we propose that the ties will show different time-dependent decay rates. Deep trust may be limited to a small number of individuals because of the high investment cost in relationship formation and, more importantly, the danger of diluting attention and devaluing trust. Devoting too much attention elsewhere would engender mistrust.

2.9 If relationships do not pass the affect threshold into deep trust, they may, as a result, have a higher probability of decay. These medium tie relationships may be more susceptible to disruption and less stable; furthermore, if they are more fluid the chance of conflict between alters increases.

2.10 The number and intimacy level of relationships should be governed by the distribution of interaction among alters and constraints on an individual’s social time budget. More time has to be devoted to maintaining strong tie relationships to keep them maximal as well as committed, and this leaves a finite resource for other relationships. While medium and weak tie relationships can be maintained by lower interaction frequencies, over-dilution of social attention among alters runs the risk of losing trust by favouring others and exacerbating the cognitive load of social management. The relationship between interaction frequency and relationship strength has been established by Hays (1989) who compared close and casual friendships and found that close friendships showed more interactions during the week, and across a wider range of days, times and locations than casual friendships. Furthermore, the frequency of contact, both face to face and by electronic communication, has been correlated with rating of emotional closeness among friends (Wellman et al. 2006, Rose & Serafica 1988); and when contact frequencies decreased due to separation, relationship closeness also declined (Roberts & Dunbar 2011b). Therefore there are reasonable grounds for proposing trust related to frequency of interaction as a process for relationship development.

Computer Model of Trust

3.1 We implemented a computational model to articulate the theory as well as to create an experimental artifact that could be used to test some of the assumption and axioms within the trust model and its relationship to SBH. The model was based on computational simulation of cooperative interaction with trust reputation mechanisms (Nowak & Sigmund 2005).

3.2 The main components of the model are:

- Agents who interact and form trusting relationships. Frequency of interaction is equated with strength of relationships and trust, following empirical observations (Rose & Serafica 1986, Roberts & Dunbar 2011b).
- Responding agents may choose to accept or reject an initiation, hence interactions may have positive or negative results.
- Trust accumulates for positive interactions, and is decreased by negative interactions.
- Agents have a memory of previous interactions with other agents.
- Agents have preference strategies for initiating social interaction according to the history of previous successful interaction.
- Increase in trust is controlled by smoothing algorithms to implement theory assertions that high-trust relationships exhibit different behaviour from low-trust relationships.
- Trust in relationships wanes over time at a slow rate independent of any interactions. This models the empirical observation that relationship strength declines unless it is maintained by social interaction (Roberts & Dunbar in press (b)), Wellman et al. 2001, 2006).

3.3 Each agent within the population is assigned a turn, so there is an equal opportunity to interact. Initially the other agent is selected at random. However, once a history of interactions develops, the focal agent’s choice of the other (or alter) agent is governed by a history-dependent response algorithm which selectively initiates interaction according to the agents’ strategy.

3.4 Trust accumulates from successive interactions between any two agents. The trust value is incremented by one unit for each cooperative interaction between A and B. Trust is an attribute of the relationship, which is a direct arc between any two agent nodes (A→B, B→A), so reciprocal trust can be modelled. Initially trust increases linearly in proportion to the number of cooperative interactions with the responding agent. However, to model the empirical observation that trust reaches an asymptote in human relationship when it switches from calculative to emotion mode (Ostrom 2002), a law of diminishing returns is implemented so that as trust in a relationship increases, a log ratio algorithm is applied; the rate of increase progressively decreases as the value of trust rises. Since the log algorithm applies to negative as well as positive interaction, high-trust relationships are relatively immune to defections. This models the intuition that people forgive alters’ indiscretions in high-trust relationships.

3.5 The formula for log trust increase (large increase when the trust value is small, and small increase when the trust value is large), uses four parameters:
3.6 MaxCR is the maximum trust increase when the trust value equals zero and MinCR is the minimum trust increase when the trust value equals MaxTrust. Compression_interval (CI) is the range on the trust scale used to modify trust increase. The compression_interval is defined as:

\[
CI = \frac{MaxCR - MinCR}{MaxTrust}
\]  

(1)

3.7 Based on Equation (1), the trust increase at time \( (t+1) \) is defined as:

\[
\Delta trust_{t+1} = MaxCR - CI \times trust_t
\]  

And,

\[
trust_{t+1} = trust_t + \Delta trust_{t+1}
\]  

(3)

3.8 From Equation (2), we see the increase of trust \( \Delta trust_{t+1} \) decreases with the value of current trust. By doing this, we realise a log trust increase.

3.9 In our experiments, we set \( MaxCR=10, MinCR=0, \) and \( MaxTrust=100. \) This produces:

\[
CI = \frac{MaxCR - MinCR}{MaxTrust} = \frac{10 - 0}{100} = 0.1
\]

according to Equation (1).

Applying Equations (2) and (3), we have

\[
trust_{t+1} = trust_t + 10 - 0.1 \times trust_t + 0.9 \times trust_t + 10
\]  

(4)

From Equation (4), we see, if \( trust_t = 0, \) then \( \Delta trust_{t+1} = 10 \) and \( trust_{t+1} = 10; \) if trust at time \( t \) has the maximum value, then \( trust_t = 100, \Delta trust_{t+1} = 0 \) and \( trust_{t+1} = 100. \)

Trust waning

3.10 Empirical studies indicate that all relationships decay over time if the participants do not interact, although the rate of decay may vary according to the level of closeness (Roberts & Dunbar 2011b, Wellman et al. 2001, 2006). Hence trust in a relationship is assumed to require periodic maintenance but strong ties tend to persist longer even without reinforcing social interaction. Waning is inversely proportional to the strength of trust, thus, relationships with high strength will exhibit less waning than relationships with low strength. To ensure that all trust relationships exhibit some degree of waning, the waning equation incorporates a minimal decrease even for strong trust relationships:

3.11 The log trust waning algorithm has two parameters, \( \text{min\_waning} \) (MinWaning) and \( \text{waning\_rate} \) (WaningR), which define the of Min_waning_cost as follows:

\[
\text{MinWaningCost} = \text{MinWaning} \times \text{WaningR}
\]  

(5)

3.12 The formula for log waning is defined as:

\[
trust_{t+1} = trust_t - \left( (\text{MinWaning} + \text{MinWaningCost}) \times \frac{trust_{t-1}}{\text{max trust}} \right)
\]  

(6.a)

Equation (6.a) can be simplified to Equation (6.b):

\[
trust_{t+1} = trust_t - \text{MinWaning} \times \left( 1 + \text{WaningR} \times \frac{trust_{t-1}}{\text{max trust}} \right)
\]  

(6.b)

3.13 Trust cannot be a negative value, so we modify Equation (6.b) to (7):

\[
trust_{t+1} = \text{Max} \left( 0, trust_t - \text{MinWaning} \times \left( 1 + \text{WaningR} \times \frac{trust_{t-1}}{\text{max trust}} \right) \right)
\]  

(7)

Agent strategies

3.14 A probabilistic search function determines how the focal agent chooses a target agent for interaction according to the history of previous cooperative interactions. Four strategies were implemented to model different preferences in relationships formation; three are static with a constant bias is alter selection, while the fourth dynamic strategy changes during the simulation run. The alter selection strategies are:

- **Strong ties preference**: the history-dependent search function favours cooperating with alters with whom the agent has had more previous successful interactions. This encourages development of high-trust relationships or strong ties; however, since the function is stochastic, there is a low probability of initiating interaction with low-trust alters and strangers without a previous interaction history. As relationships develop the search function is progressively biased towards stronger ties.

- **Medium ties**: the search function is biased towards the mid-point in the relationship trust distribution.

- **Weak ties**: the search is biased towards the low trust/interaction frequency part of the distribution.

- **Staged**: in this dynamic strategy, the search bias is changed over time so the ego agent initially favours strong ties but progressively favours initiating proportionately more interactions with strangers and low-trust (weak tie) partners. This implements the behavioural predisposition manifest over an individual's lifetime, that strong ties are formed earlier in life, while weaker ties accumulate in later life and strong ties persist (Hays 1989).

3.15 We consider the \( i \)th agent as the focal ego. The probability for the focal ego (ego\(_i\)) meeting a new agent is
where \( N_{t,i} \) is the number of ties at time \( t \) for the focal ego (ego \( i \)), and \( P \) the number of agents in the whole population.

3.16 The probability of interacting with existing ties is

\[
P_{\text{existing}} = \frac{N_{t,i}}{P}.
\]  

3.17 Based on formulae (9), the actual probability of the focal ego \( i \) selecting an existing alter agent \( j \) is \( p_{\text{existing}} \times p_{ij} \), where \( p_{ij} \) is calculated according to the agent's strategy (a-d below).

3.18 The function for all strategies first sorts all alters having ties with the focal ego (ego \( i \)) by trust in descending order. Total trust for the focal ego (ego \( i \)) is the sum of trust in its ties with other agents:

\[
T_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N_{t,i}} t_{ij}
\]  

where \( t_{ij} \) is the trust of the focal ego (ego \( i \)) with the alter agent with trust rank \( j \) and \( N_{t,i} \) is the number of ties (egos have ties with the focal ego) at time \( t \). Then,

a. The probability for strong ties preferred strategy for the alter with trust rank \( j \) is: \( p_j = \frac{t_{ij}}{T_i} \), where the index \( k \) = \( N_{t,j} - j + 1 \).

b. The probability for weak ties preferred strategy for the alter with trust rank \( j \) is: \( p_j = \frac{t_{ik}}{T_i} \), where the index \( k \) = \( N_{t,i} - j + 1 \).

c. The probability for medium ties preferred strategy for the alter with trust rank \( j \) is: \( p_j = \frac{t_{ij}}{T_i} \), if the alter is in the top half of the ranking (based on descending trust ordering), or \( p_j = \frac{t_{ik}}{T_i} \) if the alter ego is on the bottom half part of the ranking.

d. The probability for stage strategy to meet the alter rank \( j \) is: \( p_j = \frac{t_{ij} - cc}{T_i} \), where the cycle count, \( cc = \frac{t_{ij} - t_{ik}}{RC} \) (with index \( k \) = \( N_{t,j} - j + 1 \)), RC is the number of remaining cycles in the life time and \( cc \) modifies the probability of selecting alter through RC cycles.

We will illustrate how alter selection strategies work in Figure 2. Given a focal ego with 5 ties, the trust for the alter relationships is ranked in descending trust order and \( N_{t} = 5 \).

\[
T_i = \sum_{j=1}^{5} t_{ij} = 150
\]  

3.19 Figure (2a) shows strong ties preferred strategy; the probability of selecting an alter is proportional to the relationship trust in total trust in all the egos relationships. Figure 2 (b) shows the weak ties strategy; where the probability of selecting an alter is proportional to trust value in the inverse rank order so if \( j = 2 \), \( N_{t,j} - j + 1 = 5 - 4 = 4 \), if \( j = 3 \), \( N_{t,j} - j + 1 = 5 - 3 = 2 \), and so on.

The medium tie strategy applies weak ties strategy for the top 50% of alters (ranked by trust in descending order) and applies strong ties strategy for the bottom 50% alters.

![Figure 2: Ranking for strong and weak tie Alter selection strategies](http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/15/1/3.html)

3.20 The stage strategy works by applying the strong ties strategy in early cycles (in a model run) and then progressively applies a weak ties strategy in later cycles. So applying a strong strategy with 3000 cycles in a run, at the beginning when there are 3000 cycles left (RC) the probability for selecting the first ranked alter is:

\[
cc = \frac{t_{ii} - t_{is}}{RC} = \frac{50 - 40}{3000} = \frac{10}{150} = \frac{1}{150} 
\]

and

\[
p_{ii} = \frac{t_{ij} - cc}{T_i} = \frac{50 - \frac{40}{3000}}{150} = \frac{50}{150} - \frac{40}{150 \times 3000} 
\]

3.21 The second term for the right hand side is a very small value (0.8 x 10^-7) so initially the probability of selecting this alter for stage strategy approximates to the probability of selecting this alter with a strong ties strategy (0.33). If we are approaching the end of a model run, when only one cycle remains, then

\[
cc = \frac{t_{ii} - t_{is}}{RC} = 40 
\]
3.22 Hence at the end of run, the stage strategy probability for selecting the top rank alter is the same as the weak ties strategy (0.067). If we are in the middle of the run, with 1500 cycles remaining then

\[ p_{it} = \frac{t_{ij} - cc}{T_i} = \frac{50 - \frac{40}{3000}}{150} = \frac{50}{150} - \frac{40}{150 \times 3000} \]

and

\[ cc = \frac{t_{ij} - t_{i5}}{RC} \]

and

\[ p_{it} = \frac{t_{ij} - cc}{T_i} = \frac{50 - \frac{40}{150}}{150} \]

which is smaller than the probability early in the run and larger than the probability at the end of the run.

Model Control Process

3.23 The top level algorithm for the model has two cycles. The first powers the simulation for the desired set of runs; in the simulations reported below this was set at 3000. The second cycle gives each focal agent a turn within a run and iterates according to the number of agents in the population.

Model-Control

Initialise-model (N agents, strategies, run-cycles, parameters CR, W, D, FM)
While Run-cycles Do
For Agent (i) to N Do
Select Focal Agent (i) (initially at random)
If Forage-turn Then
Increment Res by 1 (1)
Else (Social-turn)
Read Relationship History
Search for Alter-agent (2)
If Alter-response = Cooperate Then
Increment Trust by (MaxCR-CI × Trust) (3)
Else (Alter defects)
Decrement Trust by (MaxCR-CI × Trust)
Increment Defect by 1
End-If
Decrement Trust by W (4)
End-Do
End-While

Notes
1. The forage: social turn is set by the FM ratio parameter.
2. Search depends on the agent strategy as described previously, so initially when there is no relationships history the search algorithm for all strategies selects a stranger at random. As relationship histories accrue the algorithm is chosen more selectively according to the agent’s strategy.
3. Trust compression is applied progressively as the relationship (i,j) increases. Initially there is no effect since there is no history.
4. Waning is applied as described above, with the adjustment in equation 7 so the value does not become negative.
5. The parameters Compression Rate for Trust, W for the Waning rate and D for % Defection rate on response can be changed between experimental runs.

3.24 More details of the algorithms and source code can be found at http://www.openabm.org/. Searching using keyword ‘trust’ finds the model titled SBH trust model.

Simulation Experiments

3.25 The experimental parameters (independent variables) in the computational model are:
- Defect rate = percentage of turns in which the respondent will not cooperate.
- Waning cost.
- Number of cycles in each model run.
Most simulations consisting of 3000 cycles, or executions of the model control process in a model run.

3.26 The model outputs (dependent variables) are:
- Trust between agents for each strategy.
- Frequency of relationships for each ego ranked by trust value.
- History of trust value change for any one relationship.
- Average number of relationships per ego, with trust divided into strong/medium and weak ties.

3.27 Since the distribution of trust values was continuous rather than discrete, strong ties were counted as relationships in the upper tercile (33.3%) of the distribution, weak ties in the lower tercile and medium ties as relationships falling in between strong and weak. Since the frequency distributions of relationships by strength for each agent showed a power law curve, the tercile split produced a few agents in the upper third of the range of strength, a few more in the mid-range, while most agents fell within the tail of a J curve. This policy gave the rationale for dividing the continuous distribution into strong, medium and weak ties. The history of trust development for individual relationships was inspected to see if these conformed to the appropriate pattern predicted by the theory, i.e. for maximal trust the curve will asymptote; weak ties exhibit a shallow gradient with perturbations, and medium ties intermediate curves with more marked perturbations.

Results

Distribution of trust
4.1 A population of 300 agents produced power law distributions when the frequencies of trust for alters was ranked by strength. For agents with strong or stage strategy most simulations produced a power law (or J curve) distribution of ties, as illustrated in Figure 3. The distributions were skewed towards a few stronger relationships, with a mid-range showing high variation in trust values, then a long tail of low trust relationships with less variation.
4.2 As expected, medium- and weak-tie strategy agents produced flatter distributions with little variation between relationships at their preferred strength (see Figure 4), while the strong and stage strategy agents contributed more strong- and medium-tie relationships.

4.3 When the time course of trust for relationship development was sampled for any one focal agent, taking alters in each tercile of the distribution, the patterns conformed to the predictions of the trust model illustrated in Figure 5. Trust in strong-tie relationships showed an asymptotic development, whereas medium and weak ties exhibited more perturbation and susceptibility to defections.

4.4 In the trust increase-only model, all four alters rapidly become strong ties, although one alter shows slower progress. With defection added to the models, all alters become strong ties, although less rapidly. Alter 134 progresses towards the asymptote rapidly where the others remain in the weak- to medium-tie zone, until the progress towards the high-trust (> 60) zone where the rate of increase flattens as the log increase takes effect.

Log versus linear models
A key assumption in the trust model is that the relationship between cooperative interaction frequencies and trust is logarithmic rather than linear. A similar assumption applies to waning, which makes high-trust relationships less susceptible to decline on one hand, and prevents exponential increase in trust on the other. We tested this assumption in a $2 \times 2$ experiment varying log/linear trust increase and waning, to assess the effect on average trust levels for strong, medium and weak relationships. Three thousand simulation cycles were executed with parameter ranges for linear increase and waning from 0.01 to 0.1; and log compression ratios from 1 to 10. A sample of the results for each simulation version is illustrated in Figure 6.

Simulations with high interaction frequency:trust gain and low time:waning decrement settings all produced high-trust relationships approaching 300 per agent with $N = 300$ agent populations after 3000 cycles. Higher waning rates and lower trust-gain rates slowed the rate of increase but the trend towards maximal strong-tie relationships continued. Conversely, when the decrement rate was lower than the gain, not surprisingly many relationships that were formed were then extinguished, consequently the number of ties per ego and their strength decrease with high waning rates. Higher waning rates reduced the longevity and overall number of relationships.

![Graphs showing trust dynamics under different conditions](http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/15/1/3.html)
4.7 Results from linear models depended on the gap between the increase gain and waning rates. When the increase rate was just high enough to overcome the waning rate the simulations produced many weak ties but no strong or medium ties, since many ties were initiated but waned before they could become strong. Increasing the difference between the trust gain and waning rate biased the result towards more strong ties, but the SBH layers never emerged at the tipping point between strong and weak ties. If the waning rate was increased while holding the trust gain rate low, few relationships persisted since they waned soon after they had been initiated. The linear model did not appear to produce a good fit for SBH predictions under a variety of parameter settings.

Log increase and decrease

4.8 Simulations produced a low number of overall ties (2-3) with no strong or medium ties. Log increase did not favour the gain in trust; however, log waning rates were proportionately higher for weak ties, hence these tend to be extinguished and the simulation shows instability with oscillating numbers of weak ties.

Linear increase and log decrease

4.9 This version produced about 8-9 ties overall with some differentiation of about 3 medium ties to 6 weak ties. Linear trust increase did not develop ties as quickly as the log version, while the log decrease effectively reduced all ties and especially any stronger ties that did develop; hence the number of relationships remained low.

Log increase and linear decrease

4.10 This version produced the best results overall with numbers approximating to the SBH distribution of 130 weak ties, 14-16 medium ties and 5-6 strong ties. Therefore this model was adopted for further testing.

4.11 The log increase/linear decrease gave the best fit with the SBH layers distribution when the waning rate was set at 0.08 with a maximum compression (MC) ratio = 10. Sensitivity analysis varying both parameters showed asymmetric effects. Increasing the MC ratio while holding the waning rate (WR) constant increased ties at all levels because the trust increment is greater earlier in relationship development. Conversely, increasing the waning rate while holding the MC ratio constant reduced ties at all levels. Doubling both the WR and MC ratios produced slightly fewer strong ties (3-4) and slightly more medium ties (18-20), because the MC ratio has proportionately less effect at higher levels of trust. Halving WR and MC ratios also produced slightly more strong and medium ties, as well as reducing weak ties. The lower MC ratio reduced the trust increment so fewer relationships survived at all levels.

4.12 The log/linear model produced SBH distributions with an upper limit of circa 150 overall ties per ego within a range of population sizes from 200 to 500. The simulation shows that the number of overall relationships appears to be a function of agents’ partner preference strategy, and the trust increase/waning model.

Effect of defections

4.13 We used a population of 300 in this simulation. The log increase/linear decrease model was tested under a range of defect rates. The stage strategy was resistant to high defect rates, showing little decline in numbers of relationships until the defect rate was > 10%; see Figure 7.

4.14 Two impacts of defection were tested to investigate the effect on the trustor (initiating agent) and ‘mutual suspicion’ when both parties become less trusting of each other:

- Asymmetric: (trustor only) if B defects then only A’s trust in B is reduced
- Symmetric: if B defects then the relationship in both directions (A-B, B-A) is reduced, if a positive reciprocal value exists.

4.15 With the asymmetric model, defect rates of up to 10% had no effect on the overall average number of ties per ego for all strategies; rates above 10% progressively reduced the number of strong and medium ties for the strong and stage strategies, with a small decrease in overall (weak ties) for weak and medium strategies.

4.16 The symmetric model produced a stronger but similar effect although at a lower rate of defects, 5-10%, as may be expected since both relationships are decremented.

![Figure 6](http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/15/1/3.html)

**Figure 6.** Sample simulation result for average (strong/medium/weak) ties per agent for each trust model version

![Figure 7](http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/15/1/3.html)

**Figure 7.** Effect of 5% and 10% defection rates on average-tie frequencies for the stage strategy agents

4.17 Higher defection rates progressively reduced the number of strong and medium ties which decline to zero with a rate higher than 10%, so strong ties can not develop since high frequencies of defection prevent the development of trust. In conclusion, the trust-SBH model appears to be robust in the presence of modest defection rates up to 5%, although higher rates prevent sufficient strong and medium ties developing. The results from 50 runs (each with 3000 cycles) are shown in Table 1.

<p>| Table 1: Means and SD of relationship frequencies by agent strategy with and without defections after 50 runs |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strong</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Weak</th>
<th>Total Ties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Overall the trust model with log increase and linear waning gave the best fit for predicted SBH distribution of relationships with parameters set for a low waning rate of 0.08. The trust model produced the desired distributions over a variety of waning rates and log increase ratios, within 10-15% of the optimal settings, showing it was reasonably robust. The model also tolerated uncooperative behaviour or defections at low rates with minimal perturbation, although higher rates did prevent formation of strong relationships.

Adding kin to the model

In Dunbar's model, relationships may be either friends (non-kin) or related alters (kin). SBH does not predict how many kin will be present in each relationship layer; instead, it appears that kin and non-kin may substitute for each other at each level as if they compete for a set number of slots in the best friends (5-6), and close friends (15) layers (Dunbar & Spoors 1995, Roberts et al. 2009, Roberts & Dunbar 2011)). To investigate this aspect of SBH, kin were introduced into the simulation as pre-set strong ties by assigning them high-trust values before the simulation began.

Adding up to five kin did not affect the SBH distribution: the kin relationships just substituted for the emergence of strong ties. Even if kin ties were seeded at a lower level of trust equivalent to medium ties, the same result was observed. The strong kin ties were preserved by preferential treatment by the waning function, irrespective of the focal agent's strategy. Their existence at the onset of the simulation biased the probability distribution of the staged and strong-likes strategies to favour reinforcing kin ties rather than forming new strong ties; hence the simulation model follows empirical evidence that kin appear to substitute for best friends within inner SBH layers. If more than 5 kin were introduced, the number of strong ties increased marginally to 6-7 and this was partially sensitive to the number of initial strong ties; however, numbers did not increase much beyond 8-9 strong ties, indicating that the model self-limits too many strong relationships even if more kin are available.

Discussion and Conclusions

The model produced insight into plausible behavioural processes by which the distribution of relationships predicted by Dunbar's SBH theory might arise. The agent strategies implicit in Dunbar's theory, favouring fewer stronger ties, and the staged developmental strategy that favoured stronger earlier and more weaker ties later, produced the predicted relationship intimacy distributions. The trust model produced the expected SBH distributions of relationship layers, including the appropriate proportions of weak ties, although further work will be necessary to investigate competition between the different strategies. The loglinear trust model produced the predicted distribution over a range of defect/waning rate settings, demonstrating it to be a robust and plausible mechanism by which a genetically based behaviour pred disposed, to favour fewer strong relationships over many weaker, can produce observed distributions of social relationship intimacy.

Properties of the model

The contribution of the model we presented in this paper is to provide a software simulation tool for the exploration of social relationships. The tool provides a causal account for the development of trust, assuming frequency of interaction is correlated with development of more intense relationships. Different relationships between interaction frequency and development of relationships intensity were explored, demonstrating that the log increase, linear decrease was the only model which produced results concordant with observed frequencies of social relationships. The model was robust when modest frequencies of defections or uncooperative behaviour were introduced, although higher rates of defection prevented formation of stronger relationships.

While trust is the main focus of the model, it has the following more general properties which can be applied to modelling social phenomena:

- Relationship values accrue from interactions between agents. Interactions occur for all agents by a round robin scheduling selection.
- Selection of alter agents can be biased from random to favouring alters with more frequent interaction histories. The selection algorithm can be parameterised towards different areas in the frequency distribution of prior interactions for the focal agent.
- The relationship between relationship values and interactions can be either linear or log with parameters to set the rate of change.
- A global parameter decreases all relationship values at a rate determined by the selected linear/log algorithm.
- Global parameters control the ratio of cooperative/non-cooperative (defections) by agents.
- Outputs are: the time course of relationship value changes over the simulation run; relationships per ego ranked by value; the same aggregated for the whole agent population; and the number of relationships per ego (and for all egos) in tercile categories of the distribution.

Sociological Assumptions

Development of social relationships depends on the frequency of cooperative social interactions; also, relationships which are not maintained by interactions tend to wane. These assumptions are based on observations in the human friendship literature (Baumeister & Leary 1995, Hays 1989, Oswald et al. 2004). Trust and social relationships develop asymmetrically, reflecting the trustee rather than the trustee role (McCabe 2002, Weilman et al. 2001). Trust is assumed to increase from interaction frequencies by a log relationship which is based on the change postulated from calculative to affective trust (Ostrom 2002), where trust increases to an asymptote of deep trust. Relationships with strong trust are less sensitive to the effect of defection and decline into mistrust. All relationships are assumed to wane at a small constant rate, hence some interaction is necessary to maintain relationships, following the observations of Roberts and Dunbar (2011b).

Agents favour interacting with familiar alters, and tend to favour more familiar over less familiar alters. This assumption is based on studies of interaction frequencies where people and primates selectively favour social interaction with a few close friends rather than spreading social interaction more equally among the whole group. These effects appear to be replicated in online social relationships. The model assumed Dunbar's distribution of social relationships divided in discrete layers of strong, medium and weak ties. Similar layers and frequencies of close v. casual friends are reported in human societies. Even though these relationship layers suggest a discrete distribution of emotional closeness, empirical evidence tends towards continuous distributions of closeness in relationships (Hua & Wellman 2010, Hogan et al. 2007). Our model follows that pattern, so the frequencies of relationship types are a consequence of dividing the trust-relationship intensity distribution into thirds.

Related research

Trust models have been motivated by a wide variety of contexts; for example peer-to-peer networking systems in which various trust ranking schemes for agent selection are discussed (Yu et al. 2004), the development of trust in inter-organisation relationships (Kim 2005), e-commerce using individual and social reputations (Zacharia et al. 1999) or the biological evolution of cooperation (Boyd & Richerson 1988, Nowak & Sigmund 2009). The literature on computational modelling of trust is extensive (Sabater & Sierra 2006, Ramchurn et al. 2004); however, the majority of models have taken a game theoretical approach in which agents cooperate according to their reputations and history of interaction. Other more general concepts of trust in complex systems and a variety of decision making contexts are discussed by Sabater and Sierra (2005), while models of trust at the individual level (similar to our method) and social level (reputation based) are discussed by Ramchurn et al. (2004), who noted that most models are decision or game theoretic in nature rather than being based on cognitively plausible mechanisms. Jonker and Treur (1999) defined four levels of trust defining on conditions and provided trust evolution equations, however they did not report simulation results for their model of trust in relating to groups or social relationships.

Agent-based models have simulated the evolution of trust from cooperation strategies (Boyd & Richerson 1988), with reputation mechanisms, such as indirect reciprocity (Mohantsmni & Mei 2003, Nowak & Sigmund 2005, Roberts & Renwick 2003) showing how cooperative strategies (e.g. Tit-for-tat or Raise the Stakes) spread in a population so long as the history of an agent's previous interaction is visible as a reputation. The effect of agent memory and reliability on cooperation was explored by Kanazawa (2007) demonstrating how trust emerges even with agents programmed with human-like constraints of memory limits and some errors in rational choice. This genre of agent modelling considers trust to emerge from strategic
choices; in contrast, our trust model is based more closely on human cognition with the law of diminishing returns reflecting the role of emotion in human trust. Cognitive computational models of trust have been proposed by Castelfranchi and Falcone (2000), in which trust is governed by an agent's beliefs about other agents in the context of delegation choices. Their model did not include any mechanism based on psychological principles, and focused on trust-based decision making rather than the social connotations of trust that motivated our model. Our work extends psychologically based models of trust with a specific focus on social relationships, showing how a process of trust formation can account for observed structures of human social relationships.

Limitations and future developments

5.8 Defections are currently modelled as a global parameter. This limitation hinders investigation into the effect of non-cooperative interaction on relationship trust. We plan to develop the trust model so defections can be introduced for specific relationships; furthermore, relationship histories will maintain memories of previous defections. This will facilitate modelling the onset of mistrust, which we hypothesise will follow an inverse log course, with initially little effect, then a steep decline into mistrust as the ego's patience with a defecting alter wears thin.

5.9 Our model complements agent-based social network models (Hamill & Gilbert (2009)) with an ego-centric view of social structures. Hamill and Gilbert's social circles provide a substrate for modelling connected social nets. A future development of our model is to create output comprising whole social network graphs annotated with relationship strengths, to investigate the social structures that emerge from the trust SBM model. The complete social network produced by our simulation was too dense to be analysed by inspection, so in future evaluations we will calculate social network metrics, such as centrality, and so we can compare our simulations with observations of real life social networks.

5.10 The simulation could be extended from behaviour to an evolutionary model to investigate the fitness of different social strategies. This would involve adding fitness criteria such as wellbeing as a function of the number of strong ties relationship. Breeding and selection of agents according to their fitness could facilitate evaluation of agent strategies and demonstrate how Dunbar's model of social relationships might have evolved as a consequence of genetically based predispositions to form fewer strong social relationships.
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